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(54) MODULAR TOWER

(57) The present invention relates to a modular tower
formed by a composition of sections (1) and sections
(1.1) having different widths, which comprise a lattice for-
mation formed by basic structures in the form of angle
irons, said sections (1 and 1.1) having different widths
being connected by means of transition sections (6),
which in turn comprise a lattice formation formed by re-
spective basic structures in the form of angle irons.
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Description

Field of the Art

[0001] The present invention relates to assembling lat-
tice towers especially designed for temporary assem-
blies, for example for tower cranes or similar applications,
proposing a modular structure formed by basic parts that
allow assembling different high-rigidity and high-strength
towers in a quick and easy manner with basic parts.

State of the Art

[0002] Lattice structures are load-bearing arrange-
ments formed by bars or profiles connected to one an-
other by means of conventional methods, with which
good rigidity and strength outputs are obtained with low
weight, said structures normally being used for building
raised structures and towers, such as bridges, high-volt-
age towers, load lifting apparatus, etc.
[0003] The lattices can be formed by a single body that
is assembled in its entirety at the application site, or they
can be modular, being formed by partial, factory pre-as-
sembled sub-structures which are connected to one an-
other at the application site, which considerably simpli-
fies, hastens and lessens costs for assembly and disas-
sembly operations of all the structures in their usage form.
[0004] A common type of modular lattice structure is
based on using sections called "monoblock" for assem-
bling towers or similar assemblies. Such structures allow
a very quick assembly, but the structural assembly of the
sections that form it and the assembly operations to be
performed at the application site are conditioned by the
maximum dimensions of the sections allowed in trans-
port, said sections furthermore taking up a lot of space
in storage.
[0005] Another common type of modular structures us-
es sections called flat-pack sections, which are formed
from relatively flat panels assembled to one another such
that said panels can be stacked taking up very little space,
which facilitates transport and storage, but the size of the
panels is limited by the transport characteristics and by
the increased flexibility they have as size increases.
[0006] Such structures facilitate and economize as-
sembling towers, but, however, they are limited for ap-
plication in a single design, the use thereof not being
envisaged for different tower dimensions or applications
and the adaptation thereof to structures having different
heights with sections having variable widths being im-
possible.

Object of the Invention

[0007] According to the present invention, there is pro-
posed a modular tower with which advantageous func-
tional features are obtained because it allows tower as-
sembly and disassembly in a quick, simple and econom-
ical manner, allowing the building of different types of

towers with good strength and load-bearing features in
a quick and simple manner.
[0008] This tower object of the invention presents sim-
ple basic structures formed by bars or profiles connected
to one another by means of conventional connecting
methods, which are assembled for forming tower sec-
tions which, connected to one another, form the desired
tower assembly.
[0009] Sections of constant cross-section, as well as
transition sections for connecting sections having differ-
ent cross-sections can be formed with said basic struc-
tures, different types of structures being used depending
on the position and type of the sections for which they
are intended. Therefore, angle irons intended for forming
the corners of the section, as well as spacers which are
placed between the angle irons, are used both in straight
sections and in transition sections to increase the cross-
section of the section.
[0010] A tower is thus obtained, the assembly of said
tower being quick and simple, which allows factory pre-
assembly of tower sections, facilitating the assembly of
the tower assembly to be built at the application site, and
furthermore with an arrangement by means of basic
structures, whereby with one and the same set of basic
structures different towers can be assembled depending
on needs, said basic structures taking up little space for
storage and transport.
[0011] Therefore, said modular tower object of the in-
vention has certainly advantageous features, acquiring
its own identity and preferred nature for the intended func-
tion of building modular towers having different configu-
rations.

Description of the Drawings

[0012]

Figure 1 shows a perspective view of an embodiment
of a section of the tower according to the invention.
Figure 2 shows a perspective view of an angle iron-
type basic structure for forming the tower section of
the preceding figure.
Figure 3 shows an example of packaging of angle
iron-type basic structures forming a more easily
transportable package than a tower section assem-
bled from them.
Figure 4 shows a perspective view of a tower section
enlarged at its cross-section.
Figure 5 shows a perspective view of a spacer-type
basic structure for enlarging the section of the tower
sections.
Figure 6 shows a perspective view of an assembled
modular transition section formed by angle irons ac-
cording to the invention.
Figure 7 shows a perspective view of a basic struc-
ture for the transition sections.
Figure 8 shows a perspective view of a transition
section, enlarged at its cross-section, according to
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one embodiment.
Figure 9 shows a perspective view of a basic spacing
structure for enlarging the section of the transition
sections.
Figure 10 shows an example of a formation of a tow-
er, with some basic structures forming its sections
seen in an exploded view.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0013] The object of the invention relates to a lattice-
type modular tower with embodying features that allow
the assembly thereof from basic structures, which struc-
tures allow forming tower sections (1), a high-rigidity and
high-strength assembly being obtained in a quick and
simple manner.
[0014] The sections of the proposed tower consist of
basic structures (2) which are assembled to one another
for forming sections (1) the connection of which forms
the body of the tower, the assembly being able to be
performed at the application site.
[0015] The basic structures (2) are formed by bars or
profiles (3) connected to one another by means of any
connection method, said basic structures(2) being able
to be of different types depending on the application in
the structural assembly of the towers to be formed.
[0016] One type of said basic structures (2) is in the
form of an angle iron, as depicted in Figure 2, with which
the edges of the sections (1) of the body of the tower are
formed, such that a tower section (1) is formed by means
of the connection of two basic structures (2) of this type
that are facing one another. This structural arrangement
of the sections (1) can be disassembled and the basic
structures (2) can be stacked by fitting them in with one
another, as depicted in Figure 3, whereby stowing the
assembly in very little space, facilitating storage and
transport.
[0017] Other basic structures (4) acting as spacers can
furthermore be arranged between the mentioned basic
structures (2) to determine tower sections (1.1) with a
larger cross-section, as seen in Figure 4.
[0018] The connections (5) of the bars or profiles (3)
forming the basic structures (2 and 4) as well as the con-
nections of said basic structures (2 and 4) to one another
and the connections between tower sections (1.1) are
performed by means of any conventional fixing system,
such as screwed connections.
[0019] Therefore, by means of the structural arrange-
ment of the proposed tower, tower sections (1.1.1) having
different sections can be formed, being envisaged for
forming the connection between sections (1) of smaller
section and sections (1.1) of a larger section, transition
sections (6), as depicted in Figure 6, which are formed
in turn by respective angle iron-type basic structures (7),
as depicted in Figure 7.
[0020] These transition sections (6) can also be wid-
ened by means of basic spacing structures (8) for forming
transition sections (6.1) of larger section, as depicted in

Figure 8, depending on the sections (1 and 1.1) having
different sections that have to be connected in the com-
position of towers with parts having different sections,
such as the example depicted in Figure 10.

Claims

1. A modular tower, comprising an arrangement of sec-
tions formed by lattice structures, characterized in
that the composition of the body of the tower com-
prises first sections (1) and second sections (1.1) of
greater width, said first sections (1) being connected
to said second sections (1.1) by means of first tran-
sition sections (6), both of said first and second sec-
tions (1 and 1.1) comprising basic structures(2) in
the form of angle irons which are connected to one
another in opposing positions, whereas the first tran-
sition sections (6) are in turn formed by respective
basic structures (7) in the form of angle irons, which
are likewise connected to one another in opposing
positions.

2. The modular tower according to claim 1, character-
ized in that said second sections (1.1) of greater
width further comprise, between said basic struc-
tures (2) basic spacing structures (4).

3. The modular tower according to claim 1, further com-
prising second transition sections (6.1) of greater
width comprising basic spacing structures (8) ar-
ranged between such respective basic structures (7)
in the form of angle irons.
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